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Figure 2

Milky Way analogues � a selection of galaxies that broadly resemble the Galaxy (Efremov 2011).
All images have been rectified to a flat projection. Classifications within the de Vaucouleurs
morphological classification scheme are also shown.

have measured accurate distances and velocity vectors for many millions of stars arising from

all major components of the Galaxy (de Bruijne et al. 2015). In light of this impending data

set, we review our present understanding of the main dynamical and structural parameters

that describe our home, the Milky Way.

We run into a problem familiar to cartographers. How is one to describe the complexity

of the Galaxy? No two galaxies are identical; even the best morphological analogues with

the Milky Way have important di↵erences (Fig. 2). Historically, astronomers have resorted

to defining discrete components with the aim of measuring their structural parameters (see

Table 1). We continue to see value in this approach and proceed to define what we mean

by each subsystem, and the best estimates that can be made at the present time. In reality,

these ‘components’ exhibit strong overlap by virtue of sharing the same evolving Galactic

potential (e.g. Guedes et al. 2013) and the likelihood that stars migrate far from their

formation sites (Sellwood & Binney 2002; Minchev & Famaey 2010).

Even with complete data (density field, distribution function, chemistry), it is unlikely

that any one component can be entirely separated from another. In particular, how are we to

separate the bar/bulge from the inner disk and inner halo? A distinct possibility is that most

of our small bulge (compared to M31) has formed through a disk instability associated with

bar formation, rather than during a dissipational early collapse phase. The same challenge

exists in separating the thin disk from the thick disk. Some have argued for a gradual

transition but there is now good evidence that a major part of the thick disk is chemically

distinct from the dominant thin disk, suggesting a di↵erent origin. In this context, Binney

(2013) has argued that the Galaxy’s stellar populations are better described by phase-

space distribution functions (DF) that are self-consistent with the underlying gravitational

potential (§5).
Our goal here is to identify the useful structural and kinematic parameters that aid

comparison with other galaxies and place our Galaxy in context. These “measurables” are
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銀河系の仲間達

我々の銀河(銀河系)
First “direct” measurement of the Galactic Bar

39

Anders et al., 2019, A&A, 628, A94

https://sci.esa.int/web/gaia/-/61459-gaia-starts-mapping-our-galaxy-s-bar

バー構造が⾒えた！!150M stars (RGs) 
Gaia DR2 + Pan-STARRS1  
+ 2MASS + AllWISE
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渦状腕
(spiral arm)

は顕著な力学構造

バルジ
銀河ディスク



星の移動は渦巻構造に起因する現象

✓最初に指摘されたのは1970年頃 (Lynden-Bell & Kalnajs 1972)

✓spiral armへの理解の転換 (Sellwood & Binney 2002)  

“星の移動が起こりうる”

“星の移動は普通に起きる”

✓radial migrationが“市民権を得る” (Roskar+ 2008)

: radial migration

化学進化へのインパクトを確認
何故か？

+ 銀河形成進化数値シミュレーションの飛躍的な進歩



新しいspiral arm (渦状腕)の描像
ここ10年における大きな進展
その多くが数値シミュレーションの高精度化によるもの

古典的な描像： spiral arm = density wave: 密度波理論
(Lin & Shu 1964~)

銀河の渦巻腕は、その時点での星の粗密を反映しているだけ

✓渦状腕は長い時間(数10億年)維持される
✓星は渦状腕を通過するだけ

渦状腕は一時的(短寿命≈1億年)で生成消滅を繰り返す

渦状腕：実体のあるもの＝自己重力で形成された星の高密度領域が
差動回転で引き延ばされた構造

星は渦状腕と遭遇すると角運動量の獲得／損失が起きて移動する

渦状腕 (渋滞)を作る
のは常に違う星(車)



星の大移動の重要性

I. 銀河化学進化へのインパクト

II. 太陽系の起源（どこで生まれたか）と進化(移動)への論点

銀河の化学進化の基本は太陽近傍の化学進化

“太陽近傍星は様々なディスク上の場所で生まれた星の集合体”
(太陽近傍星の化学組成の進化)

太陽系は現在の位置で生まれたのでなく、
大移動した可能性が高い

太陽組成&太陽系物質の起源を考える上で重要

地球ニュートリノ生成源であるU, Thの含有量は如何にして決まったのか



I. 化学進化へのインパクト

化学進化はディスクの場所(銀河中心からの距離の違い)
によって異なる

(Genovali+ 2014)

金属量勾配がある：銀河の中心に近いほど、金属量が高い

銀河中心からの距離

太陽系

中心

“観測的証拠”

現在の金属量分布

観測点は
若い星

(Cepheids)



金属量勾配の理論的解釈

“inside-out scenario”
銀河系の内側ほど星形成が活発な中、速く形成され金属量が高くなった

内側ディスク: 昔に短いタームスケールで形成され金属量が高くまで進化
外側ディスク: ゆっくりと現在にわたって形成され、現在の金属量は低い
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Radial migration of stars
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生まれた位置

現
在
位
置

(R
oskar+ 2008)

太陽近傍には内側からも
外側からも星が移動してくる

化学進化パス

が異なる

数値計算結果の一例



うまく説明できる観測事実I

1010 B. Nordström et al.: The Geneva-Copenhagen survey of the Solar neighbourhood

Fig. 26. Distribution of metallicities for the volume complete sample
of single stars (full histogram). For comparison the dotted curve shows
the reconstructed distribution for G dwarfs from Jørgensen (2000),
which is corrected for scale height e!ects and measurement errors.

However, as pointed out by Edvardsson et al. (1993) them-
selves, the restriction of their sample to F-type dwarfs auto-
matically excluded any old, metal-rich stars if such existed, a
fact that has been overlooked in several later discussions. The
very recent similar analysis by Reddy et al. (2003) of a larger
number of elements in 181 F and G dwarfs reached substan-
tially the same conclusions as Edvardsson et al. (1993).

The selection criteria underlying the present sample were
specifically designed to include the old, metal-rich stars that
would have been missed by Edvardsson et al. (1993) even if
they existed. At the same time, it was realised that these are
just the stars for which the derived ages will be the most un-
certain, as demonstrated implicitly by Feltzing et al. (2001). In
this context we note that Reddy et al. (2003) find again a more
clear-cut rise of mean metallicity with age than the two stud-
ies just mentioned, primarily because the Reddy et al. sample
contains few old, metal rich stars. It is unclear whether this is
caused by their selection procedure, and it is therefore of inter-
est to re-examine the age-metallicity diagram constructed from
the stars with well-defined ages in the unbiased sample pre-
sented here (see Figs. 27 and 28).

The most obvious features of Fig. 27 remain direct results
of our selection criteria: The absence of stars near the lower
left edge of the diagram is caused by our blue colour cuto!. The
predominance of young, metal-rich stars is due to their intrinsic
brightness and the correspondingly large volume they sample;
the few young, apparently super-metal-rich stars are probably
at least in part distant giant stars for which the interstellar red-
dening has been overestimated (see below and Burstein 2003).

Apart from these features, little variation in mean metallic-
ity is seen, except possibly for the very oldest stars which in
general have kinematics characteristic of the thick disk. Even

Fig. 27. Age–metallicity diagram for 7566 single stars with “well-
defined” ages in the magnitude-limited sample. Note that individual
age errors may still exceed 50% (cf. Fig. 16).

some of these have solar-like metallicities, however, and we
note that Bensby et al. (2003) recently derived a metallicity dis-
tribution for the thick disk that extends to stars with [Fe/H] ! 0
and Sun-like [!/Fe] abundance ratios; those stars are, however,
also relatively young, so their thick-disk pedigree may remain
open to question. The “" Herculis branch” of disk stars in the
U " V diagram (Dehnen 1998; Skuljan et al. 1999) could be a
source of such stars.

When interpreting Fig. 27 (and Fig. 30), the substantial er-
rors of even the “well-defined” ages should always be kept in
mind; the presence of stars appearing to be as old as 14 Gyr
is easily explained by observational errors. Uncertainties in
the temperature scales of the observed stars and theoretical
isochrones (Sect. 4.5.3) remain a potential source of systematic
error, and numerical details of the age computation may intro-
duce spurious features in diagrams such as Figs. 27 and 30,
which can appear dramatic without the elaborate precautions
described in Sect. 4.5.5, but may remain in more subtle form.

In order to avoid the strong absolute-magnitude bias in
Fig. 27, we plot in Fig. 28 the same data for the volume-limited
subsample within 40 pc. Despite the drastic reduction in num-
ber of stars, the lack of young metal-poor stars produced by
our blue colour cuto! remains well visible and is responsible
for the upturn of the mean relation for the youngest ages. The
disappearance of the young “super-metal-rich” stars supports
their interpretation as an artifact of the de-reddening procedure
for distant giant stars. The lack of any overall metallicity vari-
ation in the thin disk is even more pronounced than before.
Finally, the scatter in [Fe/H] at all ages again greatly exceeds
the observational error of #0.1 dex. Limiting the sample to the
best-determined ages leads to the same conclusions.

This picture of the age-metallicity distribution for field stars
agrees well with the most recent studies of open clusters by

L80 ROŠKAR ET AL. Vol. 684

Fig. 1.—Properties of stars in the solar neighborhood. Left: Histogram of birth radii for stars that end up in the solar neighborhood on nearly circular orbits.
The black, red, and blue lines represent all, metal-rich, and metal-poor stars, respectively. Middle: The age-metallicity relation: color contours represent relative
particle densities where point density is high. Diamonds and error bars indicate mean values and dispersion, respectively. Squares show the AMR if stars are
assumed to remain in situ. A small horizontal offset is applied to the two sets of symbols for clarity. Right: Metallicity distribution function (MDF): the simulated
distribution is shown with the solid black histogram; diamonds and asterisks show data from Rocha-Pinto & Maciel (1996) and Holmberg et al. (2007), respectively.
The dashed histogram is the MDF if stars are assumed to remain in situ.

which allow for star formation, the star formation and super-
nova (SN) feedback cycles are initiated (Stinson et al. 2006).
Since our disks form without any a priori assumptions about
the interstellar medium (ISM) or the stellar populations present
in the disk, we can self-consistently follow the evolution of
their properties as the disk grows. Transient spirals cause radial
redistribution of stellar material in a manner analogous to the
mechanism presented in SB02. Due to space limitations, a de-
tailed discussion of these processes is deferred until a future
paper.

Our simulations do not account for the effects of evolution
in a full cosmological context, but in the standard LCDM par-
adigm mergers are significantly more important at early epochs.
The simulation presented here is therefore designed to mimic
the quiescent phase of disk galaxy formation during which the
thin disk forms. The increased resolution gained by stepping
outside of the cosmological context allows us to isolate the
effects of key dynamical processes, which determine multiple
observational characteristics. Despite these simplifications,
physical properties of our model such as the rotation curve,
star formation rate, disk scale length, and disk mass fraction
are analogous to those of observed systems. Preenrichment of
merger fragments would not change the details of disk buildup,
but simply offset the metallicity distribution.

3. RADIAL MIGRATION AND ITS IMPLICATIONS

Models of galactic chemical evolution have been enormously
successful in explaining the properties of stars in our solar
neighborhood (Matteucci & Francois 1989; Carigi 1996; Chiap-
pini et al. 1997; Boissier & Prantzos 1999). One example of
such model results is the age-metallicity relationship (AMR).
The AMR is expected to arise due to progressive enrichment
of the ISM through stellar feedback. Stars of the same age in
the same general region of the galaxy are therefore expected
to have similar metallicities. Indeed, early determinations of
the AMR confirmed that the mean trend of stars in the solar
neighborhood is toward lower metallicity with increasing age
(Twarog 1980). Models, which assume that stars remain where
they are born and return their nucleosynthetic yields to their
local ISM, typically successfully reproduce this trend. How-

ever, evidence suggests that a large amount of scatter is present
in the AMR of field stars (Edvardsson et al. 1993; Nordström
et al. 2004) and open clusters (Friel et al. 2002), meaning that
stars of the same age are observed to have a wide range of
metallicities. In the framework of a galactic disk where radial
annuli are self-enriched, homogeneous, and isolated from one
another, old metal-rich stars or very young metal-poor stars are
an impossibility.

Allowing stars from slightly different regions of the disk to
enter the local sample due to the eccentricity of stellar orbits
has been considered as a possible explanation, but can account
only for up to 50% of the observed scatter (Nordström et al.
2004; Binney 2007). The large amount of scatter in the AMR
therefore poses an important challenge for models of disk for-
mation and should be considered as large a constraint as the
mean trend (Carraro et al. 1998). The unexpected degree of
scatter implies that stars in the solar neighborhood were either
formed from a highly inhomogeneous ISM or have come from
wildly different parts of the galaxy.

In our simulation, the latter option offers an enticing solution.
In the leftmost panel of Figure 1 we show the distribution of
birth radii for stars, which at the end of the simulation are on
nearly circular orbits within an annulus analogous to the solar
radius. We define “solar radius” as a general region of the disk
interior to the disk break, but approximately 2–3 scale lengths
from the center. In our simulated galaxy this region is between
7 and 9 kpc (indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 1). The black
line represents all stars while the blue and red lines show the
distributions of metal poor ([Fe/H] ! !0.3) and metal rich
([Fe/H] 1 !0.1) stars, respectively. Roughly 50% of all “solar
neighborhood” stars have come from elsewhere, primarily from
the disk interior. Interestingly, some metal-poor stars have been
scattered into the solar neighborhood from the outer part of the
disk. Such migration has recently been inferred from obser-
vational data (Haywood 2008). Metal-rich stars, like our Sun,
could have originated almost anywhere in the Galaxy.

3.1. Age-Metallicity Relationship

It has previously been suggested that such large radial mi-
grations could account for the scatter in the observed AMR

年齢ー金属量([Fe/H])関係
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非常に大きな分散
なぜ？

観測 理論

(R
oskar+ 2008)

本来ならこのような相関が見えるはず
色々な年齢ー[Fe/H]関係を持つ星
のごちゃ混ぜのため見えない

内側から来た星

外側から
来た星



うまく説明できる観測事実II

1010 B. Nordström et al.: The Geneva-Copenhagen survey of the Solar neighbourhood

Fig. 26. Distribution of metallicities for the volume complete sample
of single stars (full histogram). For comparison the dotted curve shows
the reconstructed distribution for G dwarfs from Jørgensen (2000),
which is corrected for scale height e!ects and measurement errors.

However, as pointed out by Edvardsson et al. (1993) them-
selves, the restriction of their sample to F-type dwarfs auto-
matically excluded any old, metal-rich stars if such existed, a
fact that has been overlooked in several later discussions. The
very recent similar analysis by Reddy et al. (2003) of a larger
number of elements in 181 F and G dwarfs reached substan-
tially the same conclusions as Edvardsson et al. (1993).

The selection criteria underlying the present sample were
specifically designed to include the old, metal-rich stars that
would have been missed by Edvardsson et al. (1993) even if
they existed. At the same time, it was realised that these are
just the stars for which the derived ages will be the most un-
certain, as demonstrated implicitly by Feltzing et al. (2001). In
this context we note that Reddy et al. (2003) find again a more
clear-cut rise of mean metallicity with age than the two stud-
ies just mentioned, primarily because the Reddy et al. sample
contains few old, metal rich stars. It is unclear whether this is
caused by their selection procedure, and it is therefore of inter-
est to re-examine the age-metallicity diagram constructed from
the stars with well-defined ages in the unbiased sample pre-
sented here (see Figs. 27 and 28).

The most obvious features of Fig. 27 remain direct results
of our selection criteria: The absence of stars near the lower
left edge of the diagram is caused by our blue colour cuto!. The
predominance of young, metal-rich stars is due to their intrinsic
brightness and the correspondingly large volume they sample;
the few young, apparently super-metal-rich stars are probably
at least in part distant giant stars for which the interstellar red-
dening has been overestimated (see below and Burstein 2003).

Apart from these features, little variation in mean metallic-
ity is seen, except possibly for the very oldest stars which in
general have kinematics characteristic of the thick disk. Even

Fig. 27. Age–metallicity diagram for 7566 single stars with “well-
defined” ages in the magnitude-limited sample. Note that individual
age errors may still exceed 50% (cf. Fig. 16).

some of these have solar-like metallicities, however, and we
note that Bensby et al. (2003) recently derived a metallicity dis-
tribution for the thick disk that extends to stars with [Fe/H] ! 0
and Sun-like [!/Fe] abundance ratios; those stars are, however,
also relatively young, so their thick-disk pedigree may remain
open to question. The “" Herculis branch” of disk stars in the
U " V diagram (Dehnen 1998; Skuljan et al. 1999) could be a
source of such stars.

When interpreting Fig. 27 (and Fig. 30), the substantial er-
rors of even the “well-defined” ages should always be kept in
mind; the presence of stars appearing to be as old as 14 Gyr
is easily explained by observational errors. Uncertainties in
the temperature scales of the observed stars and theoretical
isochrones (Sect. 4.5.3) remain a potential source of systematic
error, and numerical details of the age computation may intro-
duce spurious features in diagrams such as Figs. 27 and 30,
which can appear dramatic without the elaborate precautions
described in Sect. 4.5.5, but may remain in more subtle form.

In order to avoid the strong absolute-magnitude bias in
Fig. 27, we plot in Fig. 28 the same data for the volume-limited
subsample within 40 pc. Despite the drastic reduction in num-
ber of stars, the lack of young metal-poor stars produced by
our blue colour cuto! remains well visible and is responsible
for the upturn of the mean relation for the youngest ages. The
disappearance of the young “super-metal-rich” stars supports
their interpretation as an artifact of the de-reddening procedure
for distant giant stars. The lack of any overall metallicity vari-
ation in the thin disk is even more pronounced than before.
Finally, the scatter in [Fe/H] at all ages again greatly exceeds
the observational error of #0.1 dex. Limiting the sample to the
best-determined ages leads to the same conclusions.

This picture of the age-metallicity distribution for field stars
agrees well with the most recent studies of open clusters by

太陽近傍で
作ることは

できない

観測

金属量リッチ([Fe/H]>0)星の存在

(Nordstrom+2004)
太陽金属量を超える星は

20%程度存在するが、太陽近傍では作れない！

L116 TSUJIMOTO Vol. 665

Fig. 1.—Abundance distribution function of disk stars against the iron abun-
dance. Solid curves are the predictions of the model with and[Fe/H] p !0.4present

Gyr for Gyr (left) and Gyr (right), respectively. Resultst p 1.5 t p 3 t p 5Ia in in

of the model with Gyr and Gyr for andt p 1.5 t p 5 [Fe/H] p !0.03Ia in present

!0.15 are shown by the dashed curve and dotted curve, respectively. These cal-
culated distributions are convolved using the Gaussian with a dispersion of 0.15
dex in [Fe/H]. Filled and open circles represent data taken from Edvardsson et al.
(1993) and Wyse & Gilmore (1995), respectively. The model distributions and the
observed distribution by Wyse & Gilmore (1995) are normalized to coincide with
the total number of the sample stars used by Edvardsson et al. (1993).

Fig. 3.—Features of chemical evolution in the Galactic disk predicted by
the model in which a metal-rich infall whose elemental abundances match
those of metal-rich bulge stars is introduced in the late stage of disk formation.
See the text for details. The observational data in the upper panel are the same
as in Fig. 1. In the lower two panels, the filled circles and crosses are taken
from Bensby et al. (2005) and Edvardsson et al. (1993), respectively.

Fig. 2.—Correlations of [X/Fe] with [Fe/H] for disk stars (open circles and
crosses) together with metal-rich ( ) bulge stars (filled circles). Except[Fe/H] 1 0
for Mn, filled and open circles represent data from Fulbright et al. (2007) and
Bensby et al. (2005), respectively. The Mn abundances are taken from
McWilliam et al. (2003; filled circles), Feltzing & Gustafsson (1998; open
circles), and Reddy et al. (2003; crosses).

G dwarf problem (e.g., Pagel 1997). Conventionally, it is assumed
that an infalling gas has very low metallicity over the entire period
of disk formation. In practice, models adopting this assumption
apparently reproduce the observed abundance distribution function
(ADF) of disk stars, as demonstrated by many authors (e.g., Yoshii

et al. 1996; Chiappini et al. 1997). However, as will be discussed
in the next section, there exists a fatal problem with the present
models when trying to reproduce the overall ADF by paying at-
tention not only to its metal-poor tail but also to its metal-rich side.
Here we first propose that there exists a switchover from an

accretion of low-metallicity halo gas to accretion of metal-rich
gas onto the disk at the time when the metallicity in the disk
nearly reaches solar metallicity. This is followed by the scenario
in which metal-rich gas was blown away from theGalactic bulge,
cooled down radiatively in the halo, and finally settled down on
the disk that had been formed from a low-metallicity infall up
until that time. Based on this theoretical scheme, the model of
chemical evolution is designed and found to successfully repro-
duce the observed abundance trend of disk stars in the range

. Our scenario is supported by the presence"1 ! [Fe/H] ! !0.4
of stars with super-solar metallicities, such as –[Fe/H]p !0.2
0.4. We will begin with a discussion of this matter.

(TT 2007)

理論
1:

w/o radial migration

超える星を作ろう

とするとずれる！
(R

oskar+ 2008)

理論2:
w/ radial migration

内側から来た

星々

太陽近傍星の金属量分布



II. 太陽系も移動してきた星々の仲間
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(Wielen+ 1996)

平均の金属量
の進化

太陽 内側ほど早く高い
金属量に達する

太陽系は現在の位置よりもっと内側で生まれた

✓太陽系は46億年前に太陽金属量になった (環境で生まれた)

✓ところが、太陽近傍の現在の金属量は太陽金属量である

✓46億年前に太陽金属量に到達した領域で太陽系は生まれた

現
在45億
年
前100億年前
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現在46億年前

太陽
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最
内
縁

大移動

現在の金属量勾配

として観測

星の大移動は決して他人事ではなく
太陽系も経験したこと

銀河系最内縁部で生まれたことが示唆

さらに、



太陽双子星 (solar twin)

✓温度 (≤ 100K)、表面重力 (対数値: ≤ 0.1)、[Fe/H] (≤ 0.1)
が太陽とほぼ同じ星々

✓太陽近傍(≤ 100pc)に79個

✓正確に化学組成 (誤差1-2%)、年齢 (誤差4億年)を評価できる

✓年齢は0 – 8 Gyrに分布 重要！双子星は太陽金属量を持つ！

太陽近傍星は色々な場所からやってきた証拠

✓星の化学組成は身分証明書の役割を持つ

生まれ故郷を同定できる！
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太陽と太陽双子星の化学組成の比較

太陽組成は年齢が~70億歳の双子星の組成と合致する
太陽は~70億歳の双子星と生まれ場所を共有する

~70億歳の双子星はどこで生まれたか？
銀河系ディスクの最内縁部 (バルジの隣)

太陽値

(TT & Baba 2020)



薄いディスクの形成開始は
およそ80-90億年前

10~20億年で太陽金属量に到達できるのは
ディスク最内縁部しかない

現在位置 46億年で
大移動

70億年前に平均金属量が太陽値になったということ

太陽系は46億年前に相対的に金属量が
低い場所で生まれた（その際の平均金属
量は太陽値より高かった）

太陽
系が
生ま
れた
場所
での

46億年
前の
金属
量マ
ップ

太陽系は低金属量ポケット
([Fe/H]=0)で生まれた

平均金属量は[Fe/H]>0

(イメー
ジ)

誕生地



isotopic compositions are expected to have been lighter than
those in the later-forming Sun rather than isotopically heavier,
the latter contradicting conventional pictures of Galactic
history that lead to the evolution line in Figure 1. The presolar
SiC grains should be linearly aligned in a three-isotope plot
because the initial compositions of the low-mass stars that
made the grains were initially aligned (Clayton 1988; Alex-
ander 1993). Because those different low-mass stars formed at
different presolar times, they had different silicon isotopic
ratios in their ejecta. The problem is clearly that mainstream
SiC grains are richer in the heavier silicon isotopes than in the
Sun, even though the grains must have originated in stars that
formed prior to the Sun. Homogeneous chemical evolution
curves are monotonic and simply cannot accommodate that
experimental fact.

2. DIFFUSION OF STARS

My interpretation of the heavy-isotope excesses in the
majority of the mainstream SiC particles is based on the
diffusion of their parent AGB stars from more central birth-
places of higher metallicity. Galactic zones of differing present
metallicity evolved up the same line in Figure 1; however, the
more metal-rich zones moved up that line faster. The presolar
AGB stars that lost their wind-grown condensates
(STARDUST; Clayton 1978) to the cloud mass from which the
Sun was to be born had diffused outward from somewhat more
central birth locations, which rendered them initially more
metal-rich than the Sun. The outward diffusion may be likened
to the “gravity assist” by which humans investigate Pluto by
scattering from Jupiter. By the natural correlation between
metallicity and secondary-isotope excess (Clayton & Pantelaki
1986; Timmes & Clayton 1996), as reflected in the isotopic

evolution in Figure 1, those AGB stars condensed SiC grains
having 29Siy28Si and 30Siy28Si number ratios greater than those
of the cloud to which those particles were contributed. The
chemical evolution variables, when normalized to unity for
solar composition, may be either FeyH or, with a small change
of scale, 29Siy28Si or 30Siy28Si number ratios.

The situation is superficially confused by the metal-richness
of the Sun itself (Edvardsson et al. 1993). That has been
successfully accounted for in a diffusion model by Wielen,
Fuchs, & Dettbarn (1996), who demonstrated that the Sun can
be interpreted as also having diffused outward from gas of
higher metallicity. They find that the Sun was born at Galac-
tocentric radius R 5 6.6 kpc and has in 4.5 Gyr diffused
outward to its present location at R 5 8.5 kpc. They show that
that magnitude for spatial diffusion of the Sun is consistent
with its velocity diffusion and that DR 5 1.9 kpc is not an
atypical expectation for Dt 5 4.5 Gyr. Wielen & Wilson (1997)
have reanalyzed the C, N, and O isotopic ratios in the ISM for
this model and find a satisfactorily improved interpretation.
Accurate silicon isotopes in stars of differing metallicities
would valuably aid the assessment of this interpretation but
are not yet available.

The physical picture is given in Figure 2. The interstellar gas
is taken to have uniform composition in an annulus at each
value of R. Indeed, Wielen et al. (1996) argue that the small
metallicity dispersion observed for gas and young stars sup-
ports that assumption, whereas the dispersions in the metal-
licities of nearby stars increase with increasing age. They
describe how the observed dispersions represent the diverse
radial birth locations of stars that now find themselves within

FIG. 1.—Silicon isotope deviations in a three-isotope plot. The renormal-
ized mean-ISM evolution of Timmes & Clayton (1996) and its progression up
the m 5 1 slope line with time (right ordinate) at the location of solar birth are
shown as the solid line. This evolution line is expressed as deviations (in parts
per thousand) with respect to the mean ISM at solar birth (note subscripts on
axes labels and see their eq. [2]). The times displayed on the right ordinate shift
to increasingly earlier values for ISM locations increasingly close to the
Galactic center. Deviations of the silicon isotopic compositions from the solar
composition for Murchison grain data series KJG and KJH (177 data points;
Hoppe et al. 1994a, 1994b) are shown; the full data set (584 data points; Hoppe
et al. 1994a, 1994b, 1995, 1996) containing the smaller grain series, KJE, is
omitted for clarity. These SiC grains are mostly isotopically heavier than the
solar isotopic composition, which requires that they have been formed in
carbon stars of higher metallicity than the Sun.

FIG. 2.—Representation of the diffusion of the Sun and of three stars that
intersected the presolar cloud as AGB carbon stars. The three solid curves
represent the gradients of the gas metallicity at three different times: today (t 5
0), the time of solar birth (t 5 24.5 Gyr), and t 5 26.0 Gyr. The magnitude of
that gradient today, and the fact on which both Wielen et al.’s (1996)
interpretation and my own rely, is d[FeyH]ydR 5 20.09 dex kpc21. Other
curves take the gradient to have been slightly larger into the past: 20.104 dex
kpc21 at t 5 24.5 Gyr and 20.110 dex kpc21 at t 5 26.0 Gyr. Because those
carbon stars are born in locations metal-rich with respect to the Sun, the three
example AGB stars shown here all lie at larger 29Siy28Si and 30Siy28Si number
ratios than does the presolar cloud. The numbered ordinate may be any of
these three quantities, normalized to unity for the Sun. The number of AGB
stars per unit volume, NAGB , increases toward the Galactic center and is
suggested schematically at t 5 24.5 Gyr. Similarly, the space density NMC of
molecular clouds declines toward the solar position, although it may have a
maximum somewhere near 4 kpc (as shown for illustration). At R 5 6.6 kpc,
where the Sun was born, the flux of AGB stars must be overwhelmingly
outward. The negative gradient in both the number of AGB stars and the
molecular clouds from which they scatter causes the excess outward direction
when viewed from a larger distance (R 5 6.6 kpc).
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Sun, even though the grains must have originated in stars that
formed prior to the Sun. Homogeneous chemical evolution
curves are monotonic and simply cannot accommodate that
experimental fact.
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My interpretation of the heavy-isotope excesses in the
majority of the mainstream SiC particles is based on the
diffusion of their parent AGB stars from more central birth-
places of higher metallicity. Galactic zones of differing present
metallicity evolved up the same line in Figure 1; however, the
more metal-rich zones moved up that line faster. The presolar
AGB stars that lost their wind-grown condensates
(STARDUST; Clayton 1978) to the cloud mass from which the
Sun was to be born had diffused outward from somewhat more
central birth locations, which rendered them initially more
metal-rich than the Sun. The outward diffusion may be likened
to the “gravity assist” by which humans investigate Pluto by
scattering from Jupiter. By the natural correlation between
metallicity and secondary-isotope excess (Clayton & Pantelaki
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of the cloud to which those particles were contributed. The
chemical evolution variables, when normalized to unity for
solar composition, may be either FeyH or, with a small change
of scale, 29Siy28Si or 30Siy28Si number ratios.

The situation is superficially confused by the metal-richness
of the Sun itself (Edvardsson et al. 1993). That has been
successfully accounted for in a diffusion model by Wielen,
Fuchs, & Dettbarn (1996), who demonstrated that the Sun can
be interpreted as also having diffused outward from gas of
higher metallicity. They find that the Sun was born at Galac-
tocentric radius R 5 6.6 kpc and has in 4.5 Gyr diffused
outward to its present location at R 5 8.5 kpc. They show that
that magnitude for spatial diffusion of the Sun is consistent
with its velocity diffusion and that DR 5 1.9 kpc is not an
atypical expectation for Dt 5 4.5 Gyr. Wielen & Wilson (1997)
have reanalyzed the C, N, and O isotopic ratios in the ISM for
this model and find a satisfactorily improved interpretation.
Accurate silicon isotopes in stars of differing metallicities
would valuably aid the assessment of this interpretation but
are not yet available.

The physical picture is given in Figure 2. The interstellar gas
is taken to have uniform composition in an annulus at each
value of R. Indeed, Wielen et al. (1996) argue that the small
metallicity dispersion observed for gas and young stars sup-
ports that assumption, whereas the dispersions in the metal-
licities of nearby stars increase with increasing age. They
describe how the observed dispersions represent the diverse
radial birth locations of stars that now find themselves within

FIG. 1.—Silicon isotope deviations in a three-isotope plot. The renormal-
ized mean-ISM evolution of Timmes & Clayton (1996) and its progression up
the m 5 1 slope line with time (right ordinate) at the location of solar birth are
shown as the solid line. This evolution line is expressed as deviations (in parts
per thousand) with respect to the mean ISM at solar birth (note subscripts on
axes labels and see their eq. [2]). The times displayed on the right ordinate shift
to increasingly earlier values for ISM locations increasingly close to the
Galactic center. Deviations of the silicon isotopic compositions from the solar
composition for Murchison grain data series KJG and KJH (177 data points;
Hoppe et al. 1994a, 1994b) are shown; the full data set (584 data points; Hoppe
et al. 1994a, 1994b, 1995, 1996) containing the smaller grain series, KJE, is
omitted for clarity. These SiC grains are mostly isotopically heavier than the
solar isotopic composition, which requires that they have been formed in
carbon stars of higher metallicity than the Sun.

FIG. 2.—Representation of the diffusion of the Sun and of three stars that
intersected the presolar cloud as AGB carbon stars. The three solid curves
represent the gradients of the gas metallicity at three different times: today (t 5
0), the time of solar birth (t 5 24.5 Gyr), and t 5 26.0 Gyr. The magnitude of
that gradient today, and the fact on which both Wielen et al.’s (1996)
interpretation and my own rely, is d[FeyH]ydR 5 20.09 dex kpc21. Other
curves take the gradient to have been slightly larger into the past: 20.104 dex
kpc21 at t 5 24.5 Gyr and 20.110 dex kpc21 at t 5 26.0 Gyr. Because those
carbon stars are born in locations metal-rich with respect to the Sun, the three
example AGB stars shown here all lie at larger 29Siy28Si and 30Siy28Si number
ratios than does the presolar cloud. The numbered ordinate may be any of
these three quantities, normalized to unity for the Sun. The number of AGB
stars per unit volume, NAGB , increases toward the Galactic center and is
suggested schematically at t 5 24.5 Gyr. Similarly, the space density NMC of
molecular clouds declines toward the solar position, although it may have a
maximum somewhere near 4 kpc (as shown for illustration). At R 5 6.6 kpc,
where the Sun was born, the flux of AGB stars must be overwhelmingly
outward. The negative gradient in both the number of AGB stars and the
molecular clouds from which they scatter causes the excess outward direction
when viewed from a larger distance (R 5 6.6 kpc).
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FIG. 4.ÈEvolution of the silicon isotopes relative to iron at 8.5 kpc Galactocentric radius. Inset Ðgure shows the evolution over the entire range of
observable silicon-to-iron ratios in stars, while the main Ðgure expands the metallicity range commonly quoted to constitute Galactic thin disk evolution.
The evolution of 28Si is generally Ñat, indicating its primary nature, while the two neutron-rich isotopes 29Si and 30Si show a marked dependence on the
composition, demonstrating their secondary nature (see Fig. 1).

Type II supernovae is primary, being generally independent
of the initial metallicity, whereas the 29Si and 30Si yields
from Type II supernovae are secondary, with their pro-
duction dependent on the initial metallicity (see Fig. 1).
Stars at earlier epochs from a well-mixed ISM have smaller
metallicities and smaller secondary/primary ratios. The
evolution of the silicon isotopes shown in is quiteFigure 4
di†erent from the one presented in et al. TheGallino (1994).
di†erence is traceable to their assumption or interpretation
that the neutron-rich silicon isotope yields are primary
instead of secondary (compare their Fig. 1).

Injection rates of the silicon isotopes as a function of time
are shown in The age of the Galaxy is taken to beFigure 5.
15 Gyr and the age of the Sun to be 4.5 Gyr. To elucidate
the magnitude and direction of the changes induced by each
source (Type II, Type Ia, and AGBs), four separate calcu-
lations were done. First we describe the procedure used
when any of the three sources are added or subtracted, then
we describe why this procedure may be optimal, and Ðnally
we present an analysis of the Ðgure.

Solid curves in show the case when all threeFigure 5
sources are contributing to 28Si, 29Si, and 30Si. This is the
only unambiguous case and is una†ected by any addition or
subtraction procedure. Dotted curves show the evolution
when Type II supernovae and AGB stars contribute to
changes in 29Si and 30Si, or equivalently, when Type Ia
supernovae contributions to 29Si and 30Si are removed
from the total. The W7 Type Ia masses of 29Si and 30Si were
added into the 28Si, but all other W7 ejecta (e.g., 56Fe)
contribute in their usual manner. Short-dashed curves are
for when only Type II and Type Ia supernovae contribute
to changes in 29Si and 30Si, or equivalently, when AGB

inÑuences on 29Si and 30Si are removed from the total. The
mass fractions of 28Si, 29Si, 30Si ejected by AGB stars were
set equal to the mass fractions of 28Si, 29Si, 30Si when the
AGB stars were born, but all other AGB ejecta (e.g., 12C,
13C) contribute as before. Long-dashed curves show the
evolution when only Type II supernovae contribute to
changes in 29Si, 30Si, or equivalently, when Type Ia super-
novae and AGB stars are removed from the total.

It is extremely difficult to extract meaningful statements
under the seemingly ““ straightforward ÏÏ approach of start-
ing with only Type II supernovae, adding in Type Ia super-
novae, adding in AGB stars, and then examining the sum of
all three. First, the elemental silicon curves Si(t) for each
case will not be the same. Each elemental silicon history
takes a di†erent amount of time to reach a given [Fe/H]. If
Type Ia events are naively removed, then important iron
contributions are removed, and metallicity based chro-
nometers become unsynchronized. Second, the isotopic
composition at distances and times appropriate for the pre-
solar nebula are di†erent as each source is activated. Each
case will not produce an isotopic solar composition at the
level attained in Figure 5 of et al. There areTimmes (1995).
also ancillary issues of star formation rates and present
epoch supernova rates becoming unacceptably large or
small as various sources are added or removed. Thus, it is
hard to interpret abundance trends under the seemingly
““ straightforward ÏÏ approach, and they may even be incon-
sistent. On the other hand, the procedures described above
for subtracting the 29Si and 30Si contributions from a
source assures that elemental silicon evolves in exactly the
same manner in each case. All of the sources occur in
nature, and one does not want to ““ turn o† the source.ÏÏ We

プレソーラー粒子が示唆する金属量リッチな星の存在
プレソーラー粒子の同位体組成比

(Clayton 1997)
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I. プレソーラー粒子の29Si/28Si, 30Si/28Si比の
ほとんどが太陽比より高い

II. 29Si, 30Siは28Siとは違い、金属量([Fe/H])が
高い環境下で多く作られる傾向がある

III. 惑星系の素材(ダスト)は太陽が生まれた
場所よりもっと内側で形成されたことを示唆

太陽系は金属量リッチな星々に
囲まれていた
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Figure 4 Silicon isotopic ratios of different types of presolar SiC grains plotted as d-values, deviations in per mill (%) from the solar ratios: diSi/28Si!
{(iSi/28Si)meas/(

iSi/28Si)"–1}#1000. Mainstream grains plot along a line of slope 1.4 (solid line). Symbols are the same as those in Figure 3.
Source: Presolar database (Hynes and Gyngard, 2009).

186 Presolar Grains

dysprosium, europium, tungsten, and lead. Refractory elements,
such as aluminum, titanium, vanadium, and zirconium, are
believed to have condensed into SiC (Lodders and Fegley,
1995, 1997, 1999). However, Verchovsky and coworkers
(Verchovsky et al., 2004; Verchovsky and Wright, 2004) argued
on the basis of the grain-size dependence of elemental concen-
trations that implantation played amajor role not only for noble
gases but also for relatively refractory elements, such as strontium
and barium. These authors identified two components with
different implantation energies: the low-energy component is
implanted from the stellar wind and has the composition of
the AGB envelope; the high-energy component is implanted

during the planetary nebula phase from the hot remaining
white dwarf star and has the composition of helium-shell mate-
rial. The 134Xe/130Xe ratio found in the grains confirms their
conclusion that most s-process xenon in SiC originated in the
envelope (Pignatari et al., 2004a).

Carbon, nitrogen, and silicon isotopic, as well as inferred
26Al/27Al ratios in a large number of individual grains
(Figures 3–5), have led to the classification into different popu-
lations (Hoppe and Ott, 1997): mainstream grains (!93% of
the total), minor subtypes AB, C, X, Y, Z, and nova grains. Most
of presolar SiC is believed to have originated from carbon stars,
late-type stars of low mass (1–3 M") in the thermally pulsing
(TP) asymptotic giant branch (AGB) phase of evolution (Iben
and Renzini, 1983). Dust from such stars has been proposed
already one decade prior to identification of SiC to be a minor
constituent of primitive meteorites (Clayton, 1983a; Clayton
and Ward, 1978; Srinivasan and Anders, 1978). Several pieces
of evidence point to such an origin. Mainstream grains have
12C/13C ratios similar to those found in carbon stars (Figure 6),
which are considered to be the most prolific injectors of carbo-
naceous dust grains into the ISM (Ferrarotti and Gail, 2006; Gail
et al., 2009; Tielens, 1990).Many carbon stars show the 11.3 mm
emission feature typical of SiC (Speck et al., 1997; Treffers and
Cohen, 1974). Finally, AGB stars are believed to be the main
source of the s-process (slow neutron-capture nucleosynthesis)
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Figure 3 Nitrogen and carbon isotopic ratios of individual presolar SiC
grains. Because rare grain types were located by automatic ion imaging,
the numbers of grains of different types in the plot do not correspond to
their abundances in the meteorites; these abundances are given in the
legend. The grain plotted as a question mark in this figure and in
Figures 4 and 5 has both nova and SN signatures (Nittler and Hoppe,
2005). The analysis of solar wind implanted into Genesis samples
showed that the Sun’s nitrogen isotopic ratio is different from the
terrestrial ratio (Marty et al., 2011). Both are indicated in the figure.
Source: Presolar database (Hynes and Gyngard, 2009).

(a)

(b)

1 µm

(c)

Figure 2 Secondary electron micrographs of (a) presolar SiC, (b)
presolar graphite (cauliflower type), and (c) presolar graphite (onion
type). Photographs courtesy of Sachiko Amari and Scott Messenger.
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Thorium in solar twins 13

Figure 6. [Th/X]ZAMS as a function of the isochrone stellar age (where X: H, Fe, Nd, Eu and Si): a statistically robust linear fit is
shown in each plot (blue solid line). The fitting equation with coe�cients and their errors inside parenthesis are also displayed. The fits
correspond to 53 thin disc solar twins only (black filled circles). Specifically for the plots [Th/Fe]ZAMS-Age and [Th/Eu]ZAMS-Age, an
additional fit is also shown (red solid line) by excluding one borderline 3� outlier (HIP 101905, a 1.2Gyr old star relatively poor in Th),
but the results do not change significantly. Data of excluded stars are plotted together for illustration purposes only (red empty triangles:
four ↵-rich old stars, and magenta empty square: the chemically anomalous in s-elements HIP 64150). Sun’s data are also plotted as
reference (green solar standard symbol), although are consistent with the fits.

MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2018)

(Overbeek+ 2016)

(Botelho+ 2019)

Galactocentric distance [kpc]
6 10 12

銀河中心に近いほど、
r-process/Fe比が小さい

“太陽のTh含有量は双子星の中でも最低値に近い”

太陽

open cluster

太陽系が銀河系最内縁部で生まれたことと無矛盾

(Uについても同じ
傾向が予想される)



銀河最内縁部からの移動

太陽系はディスク最内縁部から46億年で現在の位置まで
到達できるか？

(TT &
 B

aba 2020)

46億年後の星の分布

✓到達できるのは全体の~0.5%程度
✓太陽系の移動史は典型的なものではない(可能性)

46億年のディスクの力学進化を計算

✓渦状腕との遭遇で到達可能

First “direct” measurement of the Galactic Bar

39

Anders et al., 2019, A&A, 628, A94

https://sci.esa.int/web/gaia/-/61459-gaia-starts-mapping-our-galaxy-s-bar

バー構造が⾒えた！!150M stars (RGs) 
Gaia DR2 + Pan-STARRS1  
+ 2MASS + AllWISE
渦状腕モデル

First “direct” measurement of the Galactic Bar

39

Anders et al., 2019, A&A, 628, A94

https://sci.esa.int/web/gaia/-/61459-gaia-starts-mapping-our-galaxy-s-bar

バー構造が⾒えた！!150M stars (RGs) 
Gaia DR2 + Pan-STARRS1  
+ 2MASS + AllWISE

渦状腕
+ バーモデル

First “direct” measurement of the Galactic Bar

39

Anders et al., 2019, A&A, 628, A94

https://sci.esa.int/web/gaia/-/61459-gaia-starts-mapping-our-galaxy-s-bar

バー構造が⾒えた！!150M stars (RGs) 
Gaia DR2 + Pan-STARRS1  
+ 2MASS + AllWISE

最初の位置



渦状腕との遭遇

星は渦状腕の中を通過することで移動する

渦状腕：星形成の現場

!星形成領域

渦状腕内：
大質量星が多く存在し、超新星爆発など
による宇宙線を含めた高エネルギー粒子が

飛び交う環境

地球の気候へ影響？
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図 10 水滴は，雲凝縮核の表面に形成される. 雲凝縮核は，その構成単位であるクラ
スターが集まって構成されている. クラスターは，奔走する電子により分子が
集合整列したものである. 電子は宇宙線の迅速な作用により遊離されたもので
ある
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宇宙線 雲の増加 地球の寒冷化
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do so. On the other hand, some atmospheric 
physicists conceded that observation and theory 
had failed to account satisfactorily for the ori-
gin of the aerosol particles without which water 
vapour is unable to condense to make clouds. A 
working hypothesis, that the formation of these 
cloud condensation nuclei might be assisted by 
ionization of the air by cosmic rays, was open to 
microphysical investigation by experiment.

Experimental tests
In 1998 Jasper Kirkby at the CERN particle 
physics lab in Geneva proposed an experiment 
called CLOUD to investigate the possible role 
of cosmic rays in atmospheric chemistry. The 
idea was to use a beam of accelerated particles 
to simulate the cosmic rays, and to look for aero-
sols produced in a reaction chamber containing 
air and trace gases. The temperature and pres-
sure would be adjustable to simulate conditions 
at different levels in the atmosphere. Kirkby 
assembled a consortium of 50 atmospheric, 
solar–terrestrial and particle physicists from 
17 institutes to implement it (CLOUD proposal 
2000), but regrettably there were long delays in 
getting the project approved and funded. The 
go-ahead eventually came in 2006 and the full 
experiment at CERN should begin taking data 
in 2010.

Meanwhile, in Copenhagen, the discovery 
that low-level clouds are particularly affected 
by cosmic-ray variations suggested that a sim-
pler experiment, operating only at sea-level 
temperature and pressure, might capture some 
of the essential microphysics. Instead of a par-
ticle beam, we used natural cosmic rays, sup-
plemented by gamma rays when we wanted to 
check the effect of increased ionization of the air. 
Our team set up the experiment in the basement 
of the Danish National Space Center, with a large 
plastic box containing purified air and the trace 
gases that occur naturally in unpolluted air over 
the ocean. Ultraviolet lamps mimicked the Sun’s 
rays. During experiments, instruments traced the 
chemical action of the penetrating cosmic rays in 
the reaction chamber. We called the experiment 
SKY, which means “cloud” in Danish.

By 2005 we had found a causal mechanism 
by which cosmic rays can facilitate the produc-
tion of clouds (Svensmark et al. 2007). The data 
revealed that electrons released in the air by 
cosmic rays act as catalysts. They significantly 
accelerate the formation of stable, ultra-small 
clusters of sulphuric acid and water molecules 
which are building blocks for the cloud conden-
sation nuclei. Figure 4 shows a typical run. Vast 
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2: At different levels in the 
atmosphere (high >6.5 km, 
middle 6.5–3.2 km and 
low <3.2 km) the blue line 
shows variations in global 
cloud cover collated by 
the International Satellite 
Cloud Climatology Project. 
The red line is the record 
of monthly variations in 
cosmic-ray counts at the 
Huancayo station. While 
there is no match at the 
higher altitudes, a close 
correspondence between 
cosmic rays and clouds low 
in the atmosphere is plain to 
see. (Marsh and Svensmark 
2000) 

3: As in figure 2, the low-
cloud comparison extends 
over a longer period. 
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宇宙線→大気電離を誘発
→微粒子形成→雲核形成

(Svensmark 2007)
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the Nebula winter model
Kataoka+ 2014

銀河面での星形成率が高い時期に地球は寒冷化する

星雲遭遇地球冷却モデル

✓ダスト粒子

✓大気中での宇宙線によるNOXの大量生成
などによっても寒冷化



全球凍結 (スノーボールアース)
る。そのメカニズムとして,炭 素循環による気候
の安定化作用が提唱 されている(Walker et al.,
1981)。 すなわち,大 陸地殻を構成する珪酸塩鉱
物の風化反応が温度依存性を持ち,そ れが炭素循
環システムにおける気候安定化メカニズムとして
機能する結果,さ まざまな環境擾乱の存在にもか
かわ らず,地 球環境 は長期的には温暖湿潤な状
態 に維持されてきたのだろうと考えられている
(例 えば, Walker e t  a l.  , 1981; Ta jika  and Matsui,
1992)。 このことが,地 球はハビタブルな惑星で
ある,と 考える根拠を与えているといえよう。
ところが,地 球表面の水がすべて凍結 してしま

うという,生 命にとって破局的な状況が,地 球史
において何度か生 じたらしいことが近年わかって
きた。 全球 凍結 また はス ノー ボ ール アー ス
(snowball Earth)と 呼ばれるイベ ン トである
(KrschVink,1992;Hoffman et al.,1998b;ウ オー
カー,2004)。 このことは,長 期的には安定だ と
考えられてきた地球環境が,少 なくとも短期的に
はきわめて不安定だったことを意味する。 また,
全球凍結が当時の地球上の生命や生態系に与えた
影響は計 り知れない。 とくに,数 百万年にもわ
たって地球表層の水が凍結してしまうことは,生
命(と くに光合成藻類や多細胞動物)の 生存 とは
相容れないものであ り,た とえそれが一時的なも
のであるにせよ,地 球のハビタビリテイが問われ
る事例だと考えられる。
本稿では,ス ノーボールアース仮説をめぐって

これまで議論されている事柄の中から,と くに生
命の生存やその進化と密接に関係 した問題に焦点
をあてる。はじめに,ス ノーボールアース仮説の
概要 をまとめた後,地 球表層における液体の水
(すなわち海水)が 凍結するという問題を,真 核
藻類の生存という観点から議論する。そして,原
生代後期におけるスノーボールアース ・イベント
と多細胞動物の出規に関する議論の現状を整理す
る。

II . ス ノ ーボールアース仮 説

地球史においては,氷 河時代が繰 り返し生 じた
(図1)。 その中でも,原 生代後期の氷河堆積物は

世界 中に分布 しているこ とが以前か ら知 られ てお

り,当 時 は氾世界的 な氷河時代で あったと考 え ら

れて きた(例 えば,Harland and Rudwick,1964)。

1980年 代 後 半 になって,南 オース トラ リア に露

出す る原生代後期 の氷河堆積物 であるエ ラティナ

層(Elatina Formation)は,堆 積 時の古緯 度が

ほ ぼ赤 道 直下 であ る,と い う結 果が報 告 され た

(Embleton and Williams,1986)。 そ の結論 に疑

問を持 った カリフォルニア工 科大学 のジ ョセブ ・
カーシュ ビンクは,独 自に古地磁気学 的な検証 を

行 った。 その結果,そ れは間違 いな く赤道域 で形

成 された ものであ るこ とが立 証 され た(Sumner

etal.,1987)。 彼 はその事 実 に驚 き,そ れが どの

ように説 明 されるべ きかにつ いて考察 した。 そ し

て,低 緯 度地域 に広 く氷床 が発達 したの であ れ

ば,当 時の地球表面 はほ とん ど氷 で覆 われていた

だろ う とい う結論 に達 し,「 スノー ボール アー ス

図 1 地 球 史 にお ける氷河時代.★ 印 は全球凍
結(ス ノーボールアース)イ ベ ン トだった
と考えられる時期.

Fig. 1 Ice  ages  during the  his tory of the  Earth. 

Solid s ta rs  represent globa l glacia tions .

80

★印がスノーボールアース期 (田辺 2007)

赤道域で氷河性堆積物
の発見

過去に少なくとも地球は全球凍結を
3回経験
❑24.3億年前 (ヒューロニアン氷河時代)
❑7.17億年前 (スターチアン氷河時代)
❑6.50億年前 (マリノアン氷河時代)

(Hoffman 2019)

原因は不明

✓二酸化炭素量の低下?
✓ the Great Oxidation event?

(Kirschvink+ 2000)



例１ 例２ 平均

現在 46億年前

First “direct” measurement of the Galactic Bar

39

Anders et al., 2019, A&A, 628, A94

https://sci.esa.int/web/gaia/-/61459-gaia-starts-mapping-our-galaxy-s-bar

バー構造が⾒えた！!150M stars (RGs) 
Gaia DR2 + Pan-STARRS1  
+ 2MASS + AllWISE

First “direct” measurement of the Galactic Bar

39

Anders et al., 2019, A&A, 628, A94

https://sci.esa.int/web/gaia/-/61459-gaia-starts-mapping-our-galaxy-s-bar

バー構造が⾒えた！!150M stars (RGs) 
Gaia DR2 + Pan-STARRS1  
+ 2MASS + AllWISE

太陽系の渦状腕遭遇とスノーボールアース

太陽磁場の活動性が強く宇宙線をブロック

6.5億年前、7.2億年前に
連続して起きたことは謎

星が渦状腕を通過する際、腕を
出たり入ったりすることで説明できる



まとめ

✓最新の銀河力学理論は星々の銀河面の移動を予言する
（観測的サポートも数あり）

✓太陽系も太陽組成の観点から内側から移動したと
ほぼ断定できる

✓だとすれば、太陽系は過去に何度か渦状腕（星形成領域）
を通過したことになり、気候変動や生物大量絶滅などの
地球史をこの視点から再考する価値あり

✓太陽のTh(およびU)の含有量は双子星の中で最低値に近い
（25%ほど平均値より低い）が、これは太陽系が最内縁部で
生まれたことによるかもしれない


